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Hulda Clark Zapper Armand Therapeutic
Generator against Virus, Lyme disease and
Malaria
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Zapper Armand Hulda Clark Therapeutic
Generator
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Zapper Armand Hulda Clark is used to remove harmful
pathogens such as viruses, fungi, bacteria and parasites
from the body at home. High quality and new,
proprietary activity developed by our company. Made in
Poland, manual work using the highest quality
materials such as hand-polished copper. Armand, we
have been around since 1985.
When do we use Zapper?

We often go for advice and make a diagnosis by doctors and despite complying with their
recommendations, the treatment does not give results. We often have pain in the joints,
head, stomach, prostate, and despite the advice and medical treatment the disease persists.
The reason may lie in the attack of pathogens on our body.
Pathogens can be concentrated in regions of our body to which access is medically difficult
to diagnose, e.g. abdomen, skull, prostate. Due to medical diagnostic difficulties, we are
treated symptomatically, which does not always result. Zapper may be helpful in this
situation.
It should always be remembered that in the first and essential order we undergo classical
medicine, in the second only so-called alternative medicine. When using Zapper, we do not
abandon the conventional medical method.
It should also be noted that the action of Zapper can stimulate the body to fight the disease.
It is commonly known the effect of psychic impact [the influence of family, loved ones,
authority, medium, religious elation effect, placebo effect] to strengthen the body in order to
defeat the enemy destroying our body.

Zapper's operating principle

The name Zapper was created from the slang term zap - to attack, kill, destroy.
Zapper's principle of operation is based on the destruction of pathogens found in our body,
using a one-way pulsating current. In other words, this current is intermittent direct current
- clocked. The clock, i.e. the break in this pulse, determines the frequency. Dr Hulda Clark
researched and proved based on research that different DC frequencies destroy various
pathogens.
If we use a given frequency or set of frequencies, we can get rid of specific groups of
pathogens from the body. This is based on the theory of a scientist named Royal Raymond
Rife, who believed that viruses and bacteria have their own resonance frequencies that are
fatal to them [MOR - Mortal Oscillation Rate].
The classic Zapper frequency determined by Dr. Hulda Clarc is 30 kHz, i.e. 30,000 impulses
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of current impact in one second.
As stated earlier, Dr. Hulda Clarc stated that different pathogens are destroyed at different
frequencies. That is why we have used various programs in our device with different
frequency packages for destroying pathogens of your choice.
Dr. Hulda Clarc believes that currents with frequencies varying from 10 Hz to 1 MHz can be
helpful in treating different types of cancer, as well as getting rid of toxins from the body.

What are pathogens?

Pathogens are factors that cause metabolism disorders. There are the following types of
pathogens:

●
●
●

biological, i.e. viruses, fungi, bacteria and parasites
chemical, i.e. toxic chemical compounds
physical, i.e. ionizing radiation, temperature and mechanical injuries

What pathogens are affected by Zapper Armand?

The interaction of Zapper with the use of electricity of different frequencies can destroy
biological pathogens, i.e. viruses, fungi, bacteria and parasites [worms], and even toxins.
Zapper Armand, and more specifically our model 01 due to the use of a wider frequency
range than in the model Dr. Huldy Clarc, affects viruses, bacteria, fungi and worms. We can
also use it in allergic conditions, because it affects e.g. mites. To choose the exact nature of
the impact, choose the appropriate work program.
It should be added that not every Zapper affects all pathogens, we present our Zapper
Armand, which works in a wide frequency range, affecting biological pathogens in a wide
range.
On the Internet you can find tables with resonant frequencies of pathogens. If we choose a
pathogen that we suspect is in our body, we choose the program number that contains the
selected frequency. And in this chosen program, the pathogen will "meet" with its own
resonance frequency, which will eliminate it. This will result in cleansing the body and thus
improving well-being.
Our Zapper is recommended for clients suffering from Lyme disease symptoms.

How long can I use Zapper per day?

According to Dr. Hulda Clarc, Zapper cannot be used daily for more than about 20 minutes.
It is about actively submitting to the Zapper current process, not about the fact that Zapper
is turned on. Our longest program runs for a total of 60 minutes, but during this time there
are interruptions in its impact with electricity, and the full current in this program lasts 21
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minutes.

Why did we modify Zapper Dr. Hulda Clarc?

New research results have determined new frequency ranges for influencing pathogens. In
addition, there has been progress in the development of electronics since the end of the 20th
century, e.g. integrated circuits with a programmed operating range have been introduced.
We in our Zapper Armand used such a microprocessor system to use the frequency spectrum
that can hit pathogens, to affect, on pathogens for which we do not know the exact
frequency. So if we use the spectrum, i.e. a wide range of frequencies, then statistically we
will hit exactly the pathogenic pathogen whose action causes us ailments, and at the same
time we do not need to know the frequency of this pathogen.
The sweep operation is based on the principle that during the program cycle, the electrode
is fed with a frequency that varies with a given range, e.g. for the P5 program from 500 kHz
to 833 kHz.
In our Zapper you will find a function that increases the power of the system, under the
name BOOSTER 12V. Son of dr Huldy Clarc used a 9V battery in its system, while we used a
boost converter to 12V in the system, while the value of this voltage is completely safe for
health.

Why is Zapper's influence not a medical procedure?

Zapper is not a new idea, it is an idea tested practically in the 20th century by dr. Hulda
Regehr Clark. Unfortunately, the global pharmacological lobby that controls medical trends
bypasses this method of improving our body's health due to the competitiveness of financial
benefits. Since Zapper's operation is not based on the impact of using pharmaceuticals, the
pharmaceutical lobby is not interested in financing research into Zapper's impact on the
human body.
However, it should be remembered that Zapper will not replace traditional medicine, its
diagnostics and its treatment methods. Zapper should be treated as a device that helps to
improve health. Zapper will certainly not replace a doctor, but it can help the healing
process. Zapper should be treated as a department called unconventional medicine and we
reach for it in the case of helplessness of conventional medicine. Zapper's task is not to
replace university medicine, but to support it.

Why is Zapper Armand safe?

Safe voltage for our body, for alternating current is 25V. We performed voltage
measurements of our device. During the work of classic programs on electrodes there is a
voltage of about 8 - 9V. However, when 12V BOOSTER mode is activated, the electrodes
have a voltage of 12V. So we put at most half of the allowable, safe voltage on our body.
Generally, it is not voltage that is dangerous, but the value of the current that flows through
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our body is dangerous. For our Zapper Armand this current is about 1mA, i.e. below one
thousandth of an ampere and is safe.
Of course, remember not to exceed the daily limit of its use, which is about 20 minutes.
WARNING! Zapper Armand should not be used with metal implants and pacemakers as well
as electronic starters installed in the human body. Each Zapper can cause electrolytic
processes in the presence of metal implants and disrupt the work of electronic stimulators
and pacemakers, it can turn off or damage them. Zapper Armand is used only at your own
risk. If in doubt about the use of Zapper, consult a physician of the appropriate
specialization.

Description of Zapper Armand programs

During breaks in the operation of individual programs, we do not need to hold the electrodes
in our hands, because during breaks no current is applied to the electrodes.
During the program, we hold the electrodes in both hands, with no difference to the color of
the wires. So the right or left hand can hold the electrode with the black or red wire
attached.

P1 - Dr. Hulda Clarc based on the book "The Cure for All Diseases"

This is a classic program defined by Dr. Hulda Clark, used in the device invented by her son,
based on the integrated circuit called 555. The current frequency is 30 kHz. Working time 7
minutes.

P2 - full Dr. Hulda Clarc based on the book "The Cure for All Diseases"

Dr Hulda Clarc stated that the best and safe time of Zapper's active operation during the day
is about 20 minutes. In this program, the current frequency is 30 kHz. Working time 3 x 7
minutes separated by 20 minutes breaks.

P3 - sweep 7-250 kHz, author's program developed by Armand based on the
book "The Cure for All Diseases"

This program uses a set of frequencies, i.e. a spectrum in the range from 7 to 250 kHz.
According to the table by Dr. Hulda Clarc, this program is recommended for fungi [mold].
Working time 7 minutes.

P4 - sweep 250-500 kHz, author's program developed by Armand based on the
book "The Cure for All Diseases"
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This program uses a set of frequencies, i.e. a spectrum in the range from 250 to 500 kHz.
According to the table by Dr. Hulda Clarc, this program is recommended for the action of
viruses, bacteria and parasites [flatworm, tapeworm]. Working time 7 minutes.

P5 - 500-833 kHz sweep, author's program developed by Armand based on the
book "The Cure for All Diseases"

This program uses a set of frequencies, i.e. a spectrum in the range from 500 to 833 kHz.
According to the table by Dr. Hulda Clarc, this program is recommended for dust mites.
Working time 7 minutes.
We recommend reading the book: Hulda Regher Clarc, "The Cure for All Diseases". Based on
this book, we made our Zapper Armand and used modern electronics to improve its
functionality and health-promoting effects on the body. This book can also be read on the
Internet.

In the product set:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Zapper Armand Hulda Clark
Electrodes made of pure copper
High quality cables
Wooden box
Battery
Printed instructions
24 month warranty

Zapper Armand copper electrodes

The tradition of our family business dates back to its founding in 1985. For many years we
dealt with the production of metal detectors. Currently, our efforts are directed towards
medical electronics. We manufacture the Zapper Armand device, which is a modernized
result of the research of Dr. Hulda Clarc. An indispensable element of this device are
electrodes that provide alternating current to the human body. These electrodes are made
by hand, traditional methods.

Production by traditional techniques

Lead-free soldering

The production of electrodes consists of several stages: cutting a copper tube, drilling a hole
in a copper plug, installing a 4 mm banana socket into the plug, soldering the tube with one
full plug and one plug with a banana socket. Soldering is carried out on the basis of lead-free
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binder, in accordance with the EU directive ROHS [Directive on the limitation of certain
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment]. Then follows the most difficult
production stage, polishing the electrodes with polishing paste. The electrodes darken after
a while, this is a natural phenomenon. Darkening is caused by contact with air or human
skin. Electrodes can be hand-polished at home, polished with a clean cotton cloth using e.g.
toothpaste or metal polishing paste.

The tradition of using copper

The most important element of the electrodes is its composition - pure copper. Pure copper
has been known for centuries and has already been used in ancient Egypt and Greece.
Archeology uses the concept of the Chalcolite age, otherwise known as the eneolite, that is,
the Copper Age, lasting about 2,400 years before the birth of Christ. In Egypt, chalcolite
lasted between 5500-3100 before the birth of Christ.

Copper asepticity

Ancient communities appreciated the ease of obtaining, processing, beautiful appearance
and, most importantly, that copper is antibacterial! It was from copper-tin alloy, or bronze,
that even surgical instruments were made in ancient times.

Copper conducts electricity perfectly

Another very important feature of copper is its very good conductivity. It is from copper
wires that connections are made in electronic devices, it is via copper cables that electricity
and digital data are transmitted over long distances.
In summary, copper, as a material for Zapper electrodes, is antibacterial, healthy, with great
conductivity.

Copper does not cause allergies

Our electrodes do not cause allergies. Cheap stainless steel electrodes Inox, used in other,
cheap Zappers, contain metal, nickel and chromium, which cause severe allergies in most
people. Nickel and chromium under the influence of acidic sweat are released from stainless
steel electrodes, causing allergies and allergies.

Electrode parameters:

The length of the electrodes is 120 mm.
The diameter of the pipes is 22 mm.
The diameter of the ends of pipes fi 25.
The dimensions are chosen so that the electrodes are comfortable to hold in your hands.
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Armand Zapper wires

The cables for the Zapper Armand device consist of three parts: BNC plug, insulated copper
cable and 4 mm banana plugs. The BNC plug has the ability to transmit very high
frequencies around 5 MHz, or five million hertz.
Insulated copper wire has the ability to conduct large currents, with an imperceptible
internal resistance.
Banana plugs also have a great ability to conduct large currents, thanks to the large contact
area with the electrode socket.
The wires are made by hand, which ensures a good connection and are soldered using a
lead-free binder, using the EU ROHS directive [Directive on the restriction of certain
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment].
The cable can be used with any other manufacturer's zapper, provided that the plugs and
sockets match.

Why is it worth buying Zapper Armand and not Zapper from another manufacturer?

●

●

●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Zapper Armand was made according to the latest achievements of modern electronics
[microcontroller], with simplicity of use [buttons and light-emitting diodes].
Our product has 5 factory programs, PROGRAM NUMBER and PROGRAM + dedicated to
individual pathogens. The program is selected individually according to the perceptible
effects of the ailment. Most Zappers do not have a variable frequency.
The device has increased power, which is turned on by pressing the POWER button 12V.
It has BAT battery discharge indication. Spilled.
It has electrode short circuit signaling SHORT CIRCUIT. The system uses a short-circuit
protection that prevents damage to the device and prevents battery discharge.
It has optical signaling [LEDs] and acoustic [sound] start and end of the program or its
segment [for program No. P2].
It has a signaling voltage on the electrodes SIGNAL.
Has easy on and off with the ON / OFF button
In the event of a mistake while operating or making a break in work, we can stop the
program without waiting for its end START / STOP.
The place where the electrodes are connected is described as ELECTRODES.
The device has a connector for BNC electrodes, dedicated to high frequencies. It should be
remembered that Zapper Armand generates a frequency of almost 1MHz, i.e. almost one
million pulses per second!
The electrodes are made of pure copper, the metal used in ancient Egypt, even in
archeology the term chalcolithic, or the copper age, used about 1000 years before the birth
of Christ. In addition, the electrodes are connected with solder, consisting of tin, without
the addition of poisonous lead.
You can buy missing, worn or lost elements of the Zapper Armand set, which in the case of
a device from another company, especially foreign (often Chinese), may not be possible.
Powered by a generally available 9V battery, type 6F22, rectangular. The battery lasts for a
very long time using Zapper.
Zapper Armand has a modern, aesthetic and functional shape. In practice, the elements of
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●

●
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●

●

the set combine in an easy, intuitive way. The housing has rubberized rims that facilitate
its grip. The color of the housing is also non-marking and pleasing to the eye.
The components of Zapper Armand are made of high quality materials and come from
European suppliers, e.g. the housing is made in Germany, and the wooden box in Poland.
By buying a Polish product you support the Polish and European economy.
We are a Zapper manufacturer, so warranty and post-warranty service is provided with us.
Zappers of unknown origin are practically irreparable.
Zapper Armand is built exactly according to the book of Dr. Hulda Clark, programs 1 and 2
are classic, while programs 3, 4, 5 are enriched and improved by our company Armand,
specifically by Polish electronics with many years of experience, the founder of Armand.
Our Zapper is perfectly made, enriched with better performance compared to other
Zappers and is a leader among Zapper in its class. It is as it should be. Certainly it will
serve many years.

The Armand team wishes you health!

The copyright to the text is reserved by law.

WARNING! ZAPPER ARMAND IS NOT A MEDICAL DEVICE WITHIN THE MEANING
OF THE POLISH ACT ON MEDICAL PRODUCTS OF MAY 20, 2010 [Journal of Laws
NO 107, POS. 679 WITH SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES].
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